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The clerk, seeing the Gregor transformed, runs away from the apartment. Gregor’s family is horrified, and his father takes him back to his room, injuring his side and pushing him when he gets stuck at the door. With Gregorio’s unexpected transformation, his family is deprived of financial stability. They keep Gregorio locked in his room, and he
begins to accept his new identity and adapt to his new body. Her sister Grete is the only one willing to bring her food, which they find Gregor likes only if she is rotten. She spends much of her time crawling across the floor, walls and ceiling and, discovering Gregorio’s new hobby, Grete decides to remove the furniture to give her more space. She and
her mother begin to empty the room of everything, except the sofa under which Gregorio hides every time someone enters, but finds his actions deeply distressing for fear of forgetting his past, when he was still human, and desperately tries to save a particularly beloved portrait on the wall of a woman dressed in leather. His mother loses
consciousness when she sees him clinging to the image to protect her. When Grete runs out of the room to get some aromatic liquors, Gregor follows her and hurts himself slightly when a bottle of medicine falls and breaks. His father returns home and furiously throws apples at Gregor, one of which is lodged at a sensitive spot on his back and
seriously injures him. Gregorio suffers from his wounds for the rest of his life and eats very little food. His father, mother and sister get jobs and they start to neglect him more and more, and his room starts to be used as a storage room. For a while, his family leaves Gregorio’s door open at night so he can hear them talking to each other, but this
happens less often once they rent a room in the apartment to three tenants. y y agell odnauc saÃd sol sodot rogerG a avresbo etnemeverb euq ,sevall ed ama al aÃd nU .oirogerG ed nalbah sel on euq ay She leaves, she is neglected to close her door completely. It was attracted to Grete's Viole game in the living room, Gregor crawls and is seen by the
offstressed tenants, who complain about the anti -wi -nichetic conditions of the apartment and say they leave, they will pay nothing at the time that have already stayed and can take legal action. Grete, who has tired of caring for Gregor and realizes the burden that the existence of her puts to each family member, tells her parents that they must get
rid of "that" or that everyone will be ruined. Gregor, understanding that he is no longer loved, laboriously returns to his room and dies of hunger before dawn. His body is discovered by the Charwoman, which alerts his family and then has the body. The father, the mother and the sister relieved and optimistic take the free day. They travel through
tram to the field and make plans to move to an apartment more small to save money. During the brief trip, Mr. and Mrs. Samsa realize that, despite the difficulties that have brought some paleness to her face, Grete has grown up to a beautiful young woman with a good figure and think of finding her In the husband. Gregor Samsa "Gregor Samsa"
characters redirect here. For other uses, see Gregor Samsa. Gregor is the main character in history. He works as a street vendor to provide money to his sister and parents. He wakes up a map finding himself transformed into an insect. After metamorphosis, Gregor becomes unable to work and is limited to his room for most of the rest of the story.
This leads his family to start working once more. Gregor is represented as isolated from society and, often, both misunderstand the true intentions of the demians and misunderstood. The name "Gregor Samsa" seems to be derived in part of the literary works that Kafka had read. A character in the history of the young Renate Fuchs, of the s©Ãneiv
s©Ãneiv lE ]1[ .assamaS rogerG amall es ,)4391" 3781( nnamressaW bokaJ n¡Ãmela Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, whose sexual imagination gave rise to the idea of masochism, is also an influence. Sacher-Masoch wrote Venus in Furs (1870), a novel whose hero assumes the name Gregor at one point. A "Venus in furs" recurs in The Metamorphosis in
the picture that Gregor Samsa has hung on his bedroom wall.[2] Grete Samsa Grete is Gregor's younger sister, and she becomes his caretaker after his metamorphosis. They initially have a close relationship, but this quickly fades. At first, she volunteers to feed him and clean his room, but she grows increasingly impatient with the burden and begins
to leave his room in disarray out of spite. Her initial decision to take care of Gregor may have come from a desire to contribute and be useful to the family, since she becomes angry and upset when the mother cleans his room. It is made clear that Grete is disgusted by Gregor, as she always opens the window upon entering his room to keep from
feeling nauseous and leaves without doing anything if Gregor is in plain sight. She plays the violin and dreams of going to the conservatory to study, a dream Gregor had intended to make happen; he had planned on making the announcement on Christmas Day. To help provide an income for the family after Gregor's transformation, she starts working
as a salesgirl. Grete is also the first to suggest getting rid of Gregor, which causes Gregor to plan his own death. At the end of the story, Grete's parents realize that she has become beautiful and full-figured and decide to consider finding her a husband.[3] Mr Samsa Mr Samsa is Gregor's father. After the metamorphosis, he is forced to return to work
in order to support the family financially. His attitude towards his son is harsh. He regards the transformed Gregor with disgust and possibly even fear and attacks Gregor on several occasions. Even when Gregor was human, Mr Samsa regarded him mostly as a source of income for the family. Gregor's relationship with his father is modelled
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erdap le euq s¡Ãm anamreh al se euq ³Ãvresbo ,erdap ojelpmoc led aÃroet ralupop al ed artnoc ne considered the cruelest person in history, since she is the one who stabs Gregor in the back. For Nabokov, the central theme of the narrative is the artist’s struggle for his existence in a society full of Philistines who destroy him step by step. Commenting
on Kafka’s style, he writes: “The transparency of her style underscores the dark richness of her fantasy world. Contrast and uniformity, style and represented, representation and fable are perfectly intertwined”.[7] In 1989, Nina Pelikan Straus wrote a feminist interpretation of Metamorphosis, focusing on the transformation of the protagonist,
Gregor’s sister, Grete, and the putting in the foreground the family and, in particular, the transformation of the younger sister in the story. According to Straus, the critics of Metamorphosis have underestimated the fact that the story is not only about Gregory, but also about his family and above all about Grete’s metamorphosis, since it is above all
Grete, as a woman, daughter and sister, on whom the social and psychoanalytic resonances of the text depend[8]. In 1999, Gerhard Rieck pointed out that Gregor and his sister Grete form a pair, typical of many of Kafka’s texts: it consists of a passive person, rather austere, and an active person, more libidinal. The appearance of figures with such
irreconcilable personalities that form pairs in Kafka’s works has been evident since he wrote his short story “Description of a Struggle” (e.g. the narrator/young man and his “known man”). They also appear in “The Judgment” (Georg and his friend in Russia), in his three novels (e.g., Robinson and Delamarche in Amerika), as well as in his short stories
“A Country Doctor” (the rural doctor and the groom) and “A Hunger Artist” (the artist of hunger and the panther). Rieck considers these pairs as parts of a single person (hence the similarity between the names Gregor and Grete) and, ultimately, as the two determining components of the personality of the ne ne ol³Ãs oN Life, but also in his work, see
the description of a fight between these two parties. [9] Reiner Stach argued in 2004 that elucidating commentaries were not needed to illustrate the story and that it was self-convincing, autonomous, even absolute. He believes that there is no doubt that the story would have been admitted into the canon of world literature, even if we had not known
anything about its author. [10] According to Peter-AntrÃ© Alt (2005), the figure of the beetle becomes a drastic expression of Gregor Samsa’s private existence. Ready to carry out his professional responsibilities, anxious to ensure his advancement and annoyed with fear of making commercial mistakes, he is the creature of a functionalist professional
life. [11] In 2007, Ralf Sudau considered that special attention should be paid to the reasons for self-denial and disregard for reality. Gregor’s previous behavior was characterized by self-denunciation and pride in being able to provide a safe and idle existence for his family. When he finds himself in a situation where he himself needs attention and
assistance and is in danger of becoming a parasite, he does not want to admit this new role for himself and be disappointed by the treatment he receives from his family, which is becoming increasingly careless and even hostile over time. According to Sudau, Gregor is hiding his nauseating appearance under the couch and gradually hungry, so he
fulfills the more or less blatant desire of his family. Their gradual emaciation and “self-reduction” show signs of a fatal hunger strike (which on Gregor’s part is unconscious and unsuccessful, on the part of his family not understood or ignored). Sudau also lists the names of selected interpreters of the metamorphosis (e.g., Beicken, Sokel,
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the other hand, has matured as a result of the new family circumstances and has assumed responsibility. In the end, "after the death of the brother", the parents also notice that their daughter, "who was being encouraged every time, [...] had just become a pretty girl and Well formed, and they want to look for a couple. From this point of view, Grete's
transition, her metamorphosis from a woman, is the subtextual theme of history. [15] Translation of the initial phrase The translators of the novel to English have given very different texts, including the initial phrase, which in the original is â «Als Gregor Samsa Eines Morgens aus Unruhigen Trã Mad Zu einem angeheueren ugeziefer Verwandelt. In
the first translation of 1933 of history, Willa Muir interpreted it as: â «When Gregor Samsa woke up an unbelievable of the inconsistent, he was transformed into his bed in an insect into an insect gigantic »[16]. The phrase â "ugeheueren ugezieferâ" in particular has been translated in many different ways by translators. [17] These include: â
"Gigantic Insect" (Muir, 1948) â "monstering alimanes (Pasley, 1992) â "Huge Bug" (Appelbaum, 1996) â "gigantic plague" " Verminoso insect "(Williams, 2011) â" Algéºn type of monstrous insect "(Bernofsky, 2014) in the middle German high, angeziefer literally means" unclean animal not suitable for sacrifice "[18] and sometimes it is used
colloquially to mean "bugâ", with the essence of "dirty, unpleasant bug. The translators to the English of The Metamorphhosis have often translated it as "insect. ,ocifÃcepse ,ocifÃcepse ogla omoc rogerG a rateuqite ed n³Ãicnetni aÃnet on akfaK ]12[ Instead, he was trying to convey Gregor’s disgust at his transformation. In his letter to his editor
dated October 25, 1915, in which he discusses his concern for the cover illustration of the first edition, Kafka uses the term inskt, however, saying: “The insect itself should not be drawn. even to be seen from a distance. and able to fly. Nabokov left a sketch written “just over three feet long” on the opening page of his English teaching copy. In his
accompanying lecture notes, he discusses the type of insect Gregor has transformed. Pointing out that the cleaning woman addressed Gregor as a “dung beetle” (mistkäfer), for example, ’Come here a little, old overflower! Nabokov comments that this was his friendly way of addressing and that Gregor “is not, technically, a manure beetle. He is just a
big beetle”. [23] In popular culture, additional information: the metamorphosis in popular culture references ^ Germany, Spiegel Online, Hamburg.” The Story of the Boys Renate Fuchs by Jakob Wassermann – Texto im Projekt Gutenberg. Spiegel.de (in German). Retrieved 11 February 2018. ^ Kafka (1996, 3). ^ “Grete Samsa’s character in the
metamorphosis of Litcharts | The creators of SparkNotes”. Litcharts. Retrieved 31 October 2017. ^” The father character in the metamorphosis of Litcharts | The creators of SparkNotes “. Litcharts. Retrieved on 31 October 2017. ^”The metamorphosis: analysis of mother characters “. Litcharts. ^ Abraham, Ulf. Franz Kafka: The transformation.
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